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INTRODUCTION  

 

The UK Web Archive came into being in 2004. It was conceived in response to the fear that 

information was appearing and then rapidly vanishing from the Internet, leaving what Helen Hockx-

Yu Head of Web Archiving at The British Library called “a significant gap in our knowledge of the 

historical web and potentially in social history.” (2011) In 2008 The Live Art special collection of The 

UK Web Archive was devised, as the result of collaboration between The Live Art Development 

Agency and the British Library. This curated collection of artists’ and art organisations’ websites was 

initiated in order to map the field of Live Art practice through the trail of information that it left 

behind on the web.  

 

This presentation speculates about the uses of The UK Web Archive for the next generation of 

performance scholars, asking what new kinds of information it might filter into art historical 

discourse. It originates out of my own practice of writing about performance and the fact that the most 

interesting commentary that I read about contemporary experimental work tends to be online. I am 



excited by the radical possibility that the Internet offers to preserve contributions from any artist or 

writer who has the ability to self publish. Equally I am suspicious about the tendency of the Internet to 

create enclaves of power and influence that could control and disrupt art historical narratives.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

My method of exploring The UK Web Archive is to create a proposed point of tension between the 

archive, a domicile that Derrida thought to “speak the law,” (1996: p.2) and the Internet, an interface 

that Deleuze and Guattari once asserted would “shatter the linear unity of knowledge” (1992: p.7). 

Working through this ontological pressure point will enable me to create a balanced understanding of 

how the performance documents collated in The UK Web Archive might impact on the art historical 

cannon.   

 

At this point in its short lifespan, there are small amounts of evidence available to demonstrate The 

Live Art Collection being used by researchers to produce knowledge about live art practice. This is 

doubtless the consequence of the availability of a large volume of the material in original form on the 

internet itself. The Live Art Collection will gain in potency as technology develops and the 

information contained in its pages becomes older and harder to obtain. For this reason many of the 

assertions that follow are based on a degree of speculation about how the collection might be 

integrated into research practice. I advocate that this is a useful process because it will begin to 



generate debate about the ways that new digital resources might be incorporated into the field of 

documenting performance.  The decision to embrace or reject web archiving could have an impact on 

the plurality of voices that are able to contribute to future constructions of performance history.  

 

On 21st March 2013 I interviewed Lois Keiden Director of The Live Art Development Agency, and 

Eva del Rey and Stephen Cleary, both Curators of Drama and Literature Recordings at The British 

Library, about The Live Art Collection. As the project leaders for the archive they are the individuals 

with the deepest insight into its uses and potential limitations. Unless otherwise stated, all quotes and 

commentary expressed by these individuals are taken from this interview.  

 

WHAT IS AN ARCHIVE? 

 

In order to conjecture about the new kinds of information that the web archive might bring forth into 

discourse, it will be essential to establish how existing archival practice marshals art historical 

narratives into existence, therefore highlighting what is potentially new or progressive about The UK 

Web Archive. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



In his book from 1997 Archive Fever, Derrida excavated the entomological origin of the word archive 

in the Greek language, unearthing the terms arkheion; meaning domicile, and archon; meaning ruler 

or lord. For Derrida, the archive is a location where traces of the past are deposited to in order to 

articulate a legitimated perspective on history. By necessity, an authority figure, be it an individual 

archivist or an institution, must patrol the edges of the archive, deciding what is to be included and 

excluded. This gatekeeper becomes the author of the archives’ particular perspective on the past. 

Derrida called this process “consignation,” the gathering of information to produce a system of 

knowledge; “consignation” he said, “aims to coordinate a single corpus, in a system or a synchrony in 

which elements articulate the unity of the ideal configuration” (1993: p3). For Derrida, there is an 

imperative for the archive to be a cohesive and contingent body of knowledge that provides an 

historical narrative in tune with perspective of its gatekeeper.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Likewise, Boris Groys writing in Under Suspicion stated that the task of the archive is not to represent 

the state of the world outside of it, but to promote the internal logic of the archive itself. The traces of 

history that are permitted into the archival space must adhere to its wider rational; the chosen 

perspective of its own archival gatekeeper. This gatekeeper therefore inhabits a position of power. 

 

 

 



THE LIVE ART COLLECTION OF THE UK WEB ARCHIVE  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Within The Live Art Collection there is some evidence to show that the technologies of web archiving 

may begin to overcome the problem of consignation. When questioned about the relationship between 

Live Art and the Internet, Lois Keiden from The Live Art Development Agency suggests that self-

publishing online has allowed Live Artists “to have a presence that has not been possible for so many 

years because of the gatekeepers of culture.”. Although a recent thirst for celebrity performance 

interventions has emerged at institutions like MoMa, the complexity of some of Live Art’s politics, 

practices and aesthetics mean that few practitioners achieve this level of endorsement from large 

institutions. The Internet offers artists space to legitimise their practice by showcasing it for a public 

audience on a professional website that they can build for free.  

 

During our interview Keiden was keen to stress that in her opinion, The Live Art Collection is 

intended as a tool for mapping the sector more than archiving individual approaches to practice. 

Recording the abundance of Live Art websites in existence allows the agency to advocate for the 

cultural significance of the practice, in a way that might not be possible if it had to depend upon the 

archives of mainstream publications such as The Stage or Art Monthly, who do not have the time or 

interest to attend small scale performances in hard to find venues.  



 

It is important to recognise that what is being documented in The Live Art Collection of The UK Web 

Archive is not a performance itself, but is in Stephen Cleary’s words “material that is ancillary to 

performance.” During our interview, Cleary suggested that The Live Art Special collection might for 

example, form a useful adjunct to video documentation held at The British Library, allowing viewers 

to watch a performance and then consult the web archives to learn how the show was promoted on the 

artists’ website or blog.  

 

The UK Web Archive is therefore not a performance archive in its own right, but is a site for 

preserving web documents relating to performance work. It is an archive of websites, or as Lois 

Keiden from the Live Art Development Agency suggested during our interview “an archive of 

archives,” a repository for the kind of material that it has not previously been possible to conserve.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This quotation from Keiden is particularly crucial for making the distinction between interfaces such 

as The UK Web Archive and other digital archives like Tate Archives Online. While in the Tate 

Archive text and images are pedagogically cultivated and uploaded as public facing museological 

products, The UK Web Archive simply harvests what it finds online, without adopting its own 

authorial voice – at least not in the textual substance that it captures. It seizes the fabric of the web 

itself and accounts for a range of perspectives that are available on personal blogs, corporate websites 



and various other forms of online publishing.  Crucially this allows The Live Art Collection to collect 

a range of authorial voices from across the web, rather than expressing the opinion of one archival 

gatekeeper.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Live Art Collection of The UK Web Archive aggregates a cohort of influences that exist across 

Live Art practice. Moving beyond the seminal artists who have defined the evolution of the British 

Live Art sector, The UK Web Archive allocates space for platforms such as ArtRole, who develop 

collaborations with artists in The Middle East and young producing platforms such as Trigger. We 

cannot anticipate whether these young companies will progress to become key players in art historical 

narratives, yet we know that a trace of them will remain in The UK Web Archive’s own survey of our 

present moment in Live Art History. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

THE (NON)LINER STRUCTURE OF WEB ARCHIVES  

 

It is in this potential for archiving a large aggregate of practices that occur outside of mainstream 

museums, that we begin to observe the new kinds of art historical information it is possible to capture 

within the UK Web Archive. The promise of flattening hierarchies and operating outside of the 

conventional sources of knowledge production implies that the internet is able to capture under-

represented practices that might otherwise leave no historical trace.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Much early theoretical thinking that evolved about the ontology of the Internet, suggested a medium 

defined by an almost anarchic desire to operate outside of established systems of discourse. Deleuze 

and Guattari’s Rhizome, the most seductive and often quoted metaphor for the Internet speaks of a 

“non-hierarchical, nonsignifying system without a General and without an organising memory or 

central automaton.” (1992: p.21) The Rhizome, based on natural imagery of interconnected systems or 

viral growth, was able to bond any point to any other point, in a constantly linking configuration.  

 

It is obvious, of course, that as soon as we draw upon a theory such as the Rhizome to deal with the 

Internet, we must also take account of the manifold critiques that have been heaped upon the notion of 

the internet as free space. Obvious gatekeepers have evolved to dominate online environments since 



Deleuze and Guattari first wrote of the Rhizome in 1992, forcing reconsideration of the ways that 

information is accessed within an online system. For example, search engines that measure the quality 

and credibility of websites based on the number of clicks and links they receive, prioritise the most 

popular and consumable sites. Authors like Jodi Dean have rounded upon theorists who portray online 

environments as democratic, emphasising the neoliberal and corporate power structures that tend to 

dominate how users navigate the web. Dean says “Democratic ideals of access, inclusion, discussion 

and participation are realized in and through expansions and intensifications of global 

telecommunication networks. On the other hand, the speed, simultaneity, and interconnectivity of 

electronic communications produce massive distortions and concentrations of wealth as 

communicative exchanges and their technological preconditions become commodified and 

capitalized.” (Dean: 2010, p.4) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

To achieve a realistic impression of the ‘new’ kinds of information that might be captured in The Live 

Art Collection of The UK Web Archive, it is important to understand the radical potential of the 

Internet, while keeping a watchful eye on its tendency to construct hierarchy and impose boundaries 

or create concentrated enclaves of power. The enormous breadth of material that is manifest online 

necessitates the existence of informational pathways and organising structures. These navigational 

portholes that often generate large volumes of traffic, can exert undue influence depending on how 

they prioritise data.  



 

HIERARCHY IN THE UK WEB ARCHIVE 

 

While the Live Art Development Agency or The British Library may not have the same popularity 

driven methods of distributing data as google, both of these institutions have their own internal 

methods for prioritising information, structuring their data and in turn, exerting their influence over 

the contents of their archive. It is of course by necessity that information is categorised, segregated 

and pulled apart to prevent users being overwhelmed by an amorphous mass of data when they enter 

the site. Yet the process of imposing conventional archival structures onto The UK Web Archive 

means that the potential of the interface for permitting a wider range of voices into the art historical 

cannon has not yet been fully accomplished.  

 

The Live Art Collection is fully transparent in its marketing and online material that it is a curated 

interface and I want to be clear that my examination of its rather subjective selection criteria is not 

intended as critique. Rather I wish to compare the evident potential of The Web Archive for 

aggregating multiple perspectives on art practice, with the traces of Derridean consignation that 

quietly resonate throughout its archival structures.  

 

To understand what I mean by this lets describe in more detail some of the organising principles that 

operate in The Live Art Collection of The UK Web Archive. During our conversation, Keiden and 

Cleary described the incremental process that has been used to build The Live Art Collection and the 

kinds of criteria that were needed to decide which websites were to be permitted into the archive. In 

the first instance, websites of organisations were targeted. The scale of Live Art production in the UK 

made it easy to select institutions that make a significant contribution to the practice, in a way that 

may have been more challenging for larger sectors such as theatre or visual art. The resulting 

collection is rich in its diversity, covering established Arts Council Funded institutions such as BAC 

and the Bluecoat alongside emerging producers like Forest Fringe and significant but now defunct 

festivals such as New Territories. During the second wave of additions to the archive, the agency 

harvested websites from individuals whose contributions to practice were deemed significant. Keiden 

admitted that these choices were harder to make and were driven in part by the agency’s taste and by 

their desire to promote artists that they support. The third wave, which is forthcoming, will focus on 

internationalism in the context of UK practice.  

 

The Live Art Collection of The UK Web Archive is an interface that is able to map a wider, more 

inclusive section of Live Art practice than might have been possible in conventional archives such as 



study rooms and libraries. Yet having escaped the traditional gatekeepers of culture (the large 

museums and theatres), the Live Art Collection also imposes some new online gatekeepers of its own, 

evolved from the knowledge and agency of the Live Art Development Agency.  

 

It is usual that the advance of technological processes moves faster than our ability to embrace the 

change. The obvious presence of an archival gatekeeper within this particular interface betrays an 

interesting hint toward our tendency to impose out-dated archival practices on advancing 

technologies. There is no limit, really, to the number of artists’ websites that could be captured and 

recorded an interface of this kind. We could potentially be harvesting every piece of online artistic 

activity, from the most amateur website to the twitter feed of the director of the national theatre. The 

question is, how much of that information would be really want to save?            

 

THE FUTURE OF WEB ARCHIVING PRATICE 

 

A week ago today, on the 6th April 2013 new legislation was introduced by the Government that 

allows The British Library to take an archival copy of every website that is published in the UK. 

Initially 4.8million sites will be copied yearly, but it is already expected that as technology evolves the 

captures could be taken daily or even hourly. The data will be accessible via a select number of 

workstations located at The British Library.  

 

Although most of the websites will be harvested automatically by digital software that crawls the web, 

procedures are yet to be established about how researchers will navigate this ocean of data. I am 

fascinated to see what archival structures might be imposed to give form and shape to the digital 

content and whether these might reflect flattened none linear structures or if they will mirror older 

archival forms.  

 

The Live Art Collection of The UK Web Archive is significant in discussions around documenting 

performance, because it represents the potential of future innovations for creating wider reaching 

archives of work produced in the sector. It is hoped that this presentation has gone some way toward 

outlining the debates and discussions that will be influential as technology develops and web 

archiving becomes more widely integrated with research practice.  
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